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We show that it is decidable whether or not a given n-recognizable set
is representable by a number system having finite degree of ambiguity. As
a corollary we obtain an algorithm for computing the degree of ambiguity
of a given set defined by a number system. ] 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We study representation of integers in arbitrary number systems. Here
‘‘arbitrary’’ means that the digits may be larger than the base and that completeness
is not required; i.e., every integer need not have a representation in the system. Also
the number of digits is arbitrary. These number systems were defined and studied
in Maurer, Salomaa, and Wood [15]. The work was continued in Culik II and
Salomaa [4] and Honkala [8]. These references discuss the connections to the
theory of L systems and cryptography. Further results on number systems have
been obtained in Honkala [913]. For closely related work see Berstel [1],
Frougny [6,7], de Luca and Restivo [14], and Shallit [19].
In this paper we give a method to decide whether or not an n-recognizable set
is representable by a number system having finite degree of ambiguity. By defini-
tion, the degree of ambiguity of a number system N equals m if some integer has
m distinct representations and no integer has more than m representations. As a
corollary we get a method to reduce ambiguities in a number system as much as
possible. More precisely, if N is a given number system we can effectively find a
number system N1 with minimal degree of ambiguity such that N and N1 represent
the same integers. This solves an open problem posed in Culik II and Salomaa [4].
A brief outline of the contents of the paper follows. Section 2 contains the basic
definitions and recalls some earlier results. In Section 3 we define decompositions
of n-recognizable sets and discuss their connections to number systems. In Section
4 we show that the construction of decompositions is effective enough for our pur-
poses. In Section 5 (resp. 6,7) we discuss the representation of syndetic non-
recognizable sets (resp. nonsyndetic sets, recognizable sets). Finally, the main
results are presented in Section 8.
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For notation and terminology concerning finite automata we refer to Eilenberg
[5] and Salomaa [18].
2. DEFINITIONS AND EARLIER RESULTS
By a number system we mean a (v+1)-tuple N=(n, m1 , ..., mv) of positive
integers such that v1, n2 and 1m1<m2< } } } <mv . The number n is referred
to as the base and the numbers mi as the digits of the number system N. A non-
empty word
mikm ik&1 } } } mi1 mi0 , 1ijv (1)
over the alphabet [m1 , ..., mv] is said to represent the integer
mik n
k+m ik&1 n
k&1+ } } } +mi1n+mi0 . (2)
The word (1) is said to be a representation of the integer (2). The set of all represen-
ted integers is denoted by S(N ). A set A of positive integers is called representable
by a number system (RNS) if there exists a number system N such that A=S(N ).
The degree of ambiguity of a number system is defined as follows. The number
system N is ambiguous of degree m1, shortly of degree m, if at least one integer
has m distinct representations and no integer has more than m representations. If
no such m exists, N has degree . A number system is called unambiguous (resp.
ambiguous) if its degree of ambiguity is 1 (resp. at least 2).
Now we are in a position to define the degree of an RNS set. An RNS set is
ambiguous of degree m, shortly of degree m, if it is represented by a number system
having degree m and it is not represented by any number system having degree
less than m. If no such m exists, the set has degree . An RNS set is termed
unambiguous if it is represented by an unambiguous number system.
An integer n is called a base of an RNS set A if there is a number system with
base n representing A. Furthermore, an integer n is called a base of finite degree
(resp. an unambiguous base) if there is a number system N with base n having finite
degree (resp. an unambiguous number system N with base n) such that A=S(N ).
For many examples illustrating various aspects of number systems, RNS sets and
their degrees see Culik II and Salomaa [4] and Honkala [912].
To avoid unnecessary ambiguities in number systems, we consider number
systems which are minimal in the sense that no digits can be deleted without affect-
ing the set of represented integers. More precisely, if N=(n, m1 , ..., mv) is a number
system with v2, denote for 1iv
N&mi=(n, m1 , ..., m i&1 , m i+1 , ..., mv).
A number system N=(n, m1 , ..., mv) is called redundant if there is an i, 1iv
such that
S(N&mi)=S(N ).
Otherwise N is called nonredundant.
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Now, suppose A is a set of integers. Then the ambiguity spectrum of A, denoted
by Spec(A), is the set of positive integers m such that there is a nonredundant num-
ber system N having degree m with A=S(N ).
Culik II and Salomaa [4] showed an important connection between
k-recognizable sets and RNS sets. Suppose k2 is an integer and denote k=[0, 1, ...,
k&1]. Define the mapping &k from k* to the set N of nonnegative integers by
&k (a0 a1 } } } am)= :
m
i=0
aik i(ai # k).
Note that we use the reversed interpretation; the most significant digit is the right-
most one. The mapping &k is extended in the natural way to concern languages
Lk*. Hence &k (L)=[&k (x)|x # L]. By definition, a set A of nonnegative integers
is k-recognizable if there exists a regular language Lk* such that A=&k (L). By
definition, a set A of nonnegative integers is recognizable if A is a finite union of
arithmetic progressions. It is well known that a set A of nonnegative integers is
recognizable if and only if A is k-recognizable for all k1. For the basic properties
of k-recognizable sets see Eilenberg [5] and Perrin [17]. For a proof of the following
result see Culik II and Salomaa [4] and Honkala [9].
Theorem 1. If N=(n, m1 , ..., mv) is a number system, the set S(N ) is
n-recognizable.
By Cobham’s well known result (see Cobham [3] and Bruye re et al. [2])
Theorem 1 implies the following fact.
Theorem 2. If N1 and N2 are number systems such that S(N1)=S(N2) and
S(N1) is not recognizable, then the bases of N1 and N2 are powers of the same
integer.
We still need one definition. Let d1 be an integer. A set AN is called
d-syndetic if for all x # A there is a y # A such that x< yx+d. A set AN is
called syndetic if there is an integer d1 such that A is d-syndetic (see Perrin
[17]). Intuitively, the set A is syndetic if and only if A does not have arbitrarily
large gaps.
In what follows we have to consider three cases separately. These classes consist
of recognizable sets, syndetic nonrecognizable sets, and nonsyndetic sets, respec-
tively. The last case is simplified by the following theorem due to Honkala [9].
Theorem 3. Let N=(n, m1 , ..., mv) be a number system. If the set S(N ) is non-
syndetic, S(N ) has no bases other than n.
The membership in the three classes mentioned above is decidable for
k-recognizable sets.
Theorem 4. It is decidable whether or not a k-recognizable set A is recognizable.
Theorem 4 is proved in Honkala [10] by combinatorial methods. For a proof
based on decision properties of logical theories see Muchnik [16] and Bruye re et
al. [2]. The easy proof of the following lemma is omitted.
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Lemma 5. It is decidable whether or not a k-recognizable set A is syndetic. If A
is syndetic, an integer d1 can be effectively found such that A is d-syndetic.
3. DECOMPOSITIONS OF n-RECOGNIZABLE SETS
In this section we define decompositions of n-recognizable sets and study their
connections to number systems.
Suppose AN is a fixed set with 0  A and denote A0=A _ [0]. Suppose BN.
If there exist a positive integer s and nonnegative integers c1 , ..., cs such that
c1+A0 _ c2+A0 _ } } } _ cs+A0=B (3)
the left-hand side of (3) is called a decomposition of B. The left-hand side of (3) is
called a disjoint decomposition of B if the union in (3) is disjoint. Finally, the left-
hand side of (3) is called an almost disjoint decomposition of B if for all i, j,
1i< js and a1 , a2 # A0 the condition
ci+a1=cj+a2
implies that a1=0 or a2=0. The decomposition given in (3) is called nonredundant
if for any i, 1is,
c1+A0 _ } } } _ ci&1+A0 _ c i+1+A0 _ } } } _ cs+A0{B.
Note that a disjoint decomposition is almost disjoint and an almost disjoint decom-
position of an infinite set is nonredundant.
Now, suppose A is an n-recognizable set and A=(Q, n, q0) is a finite deter-
ministic automaton such that L(A)=& &1n (A). If q # Q, denote Aq=(Q, n, q). Let
D be the set of all pairs (k, (,i)0i<nk) where k1 is an integer and for 0i<nk,
,i is a decomposition of the set &n (L(Aq0w)) where w is the word of length k such
that &n (w)=i. An element 2 # D is called nonredundant if each ,i is nonredundant.
Let N be the set of number systems N such that S(N )=A and the base of N equals
nk for some k1.
Suppose N # N has base nk. Fix an integer i, 0i<nk and let w # n* be the word
of length k such that i=&n (w). Let i+nkci1 , ..., i+nkcisi be the digits of N congruent
to i modulo nk. Then y # &n (L(Aq0w)) if and only if there exist cij , 1 js i , and
a # A0 such that
i+nky=i+nkcij+nka,
or equivalently
y # cij+A0.
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Hence
&n (L(Aq0w))=ci1+A
0 _ } } } _ cisi+A
0. (4)
We now define a mapping f: N  D as follows. Let N # N and the integers k
and ci1 , ..., cisi be as above. Set
f (N )=(k, (,i)0i<nk)
where ,i is the decomposition of &n (L(Aq0w)) given by (4). Then f (N ) # D.
Theorem 6. The mapping f : N  D defined above is a bijection from N onto D.
Proof. It has been shown above that f is a mapping from N into D. Clearly,
f is injective. To prove that f is surjective, suppose 2=(k, (,i)0i<nk) # D where
k1 and ,i is the decomposition of &n (L(Aq0w)) given by (4). (Here, as before,
w # nk and &n (w)=i.) Let N be the number system with base nk and digits i+nkcij ,
0i<nk, 1 jsi . Clearly, each digit is positive. Indeed, if i=0 then cij{0 for
1 jsi because zero does not belong to A. We claim that S(N )=A.
We show first that S(N )A. Suppose a # A0. Then by (4) we have
cij+a # &n (L(Aq0w)) if 1 jsi . Therefore there exists w1 # n* such that
cij+a=&n (w1) and &n (ww1) # A. It follows that
i+nkcij+nka # A.
Therefore, if d is a digit of N, then d+nkA0A. This implies that S(N )A.
Next, we show that AS(N ). Assume on the contrary that this is not true and
denote by x the smallest element in A&S(N ). Choose the word w # nk such that x
is congruent to &n (w) modulo nk and choose a word w1 # n* such that x=&n (ww1).
Because x # A, we have w1 # L(Aq0w). Hence &n (w1)=c ij+a for some 1 jsi and
a # A0 where i=&n (w). By the choice of x, the integer a, if nonzero, belongs to
S(N ). Consequently,
x=&n (ww1)=&n (w)+nk&n (w1)=&n (w)+nkcij+nka # S(N ).
This contradiction shows that indeed AS(N ). This concludes the proof of the
claim A=S(N ) and shows that N # N. Clearly, f (N )=2. K
Lemma 7. Let N # N and f be the mapping defined above. Then N is redundant
if and only if f (N ) is redundant.
Proof. Let N1 # N and N2 # N be number systems with the same base. Denote
f (N1)=21 and f (N2)=22 . If N2 is obtained from N1 by deleting a digit, 22 is
obtained from 21 by deleting a term in one of the decompositions of 21 , and con-
versely. This implies the lemma. K
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4. CONSTRUCTION OF THE DECOMPOSITIONS
In this section we discuss the possibilities to obtain effectively the decompositions
of a given n-recognizable set. Again AN is a fixed infinite set with 0  A.
Lemma 8. Suppose that A is a syndetic n-recognizable set and B is an
n-recognizable set. It is decidable whether or not
(i) B has a disjoint decomposition,
(ii) B has an almost disjoint decomposition.
Furthermore, the sets of disjoint and almost disjoint decompositions are finite and can
be constructed effectively.
Proof. First, note that for any c # N, c+A0 is n-recognizable. Hence, it is
decidable whether or not
c+A0B
or
c1+A0 _ } } } _ ck+A0=B
for given nonnegative integers c, c1 , ..., ck .
Suppose A0 is d-syndetic. Then
lim inf
t  
t&1 card([x # A0 | xt])d &1.
It follows that if c1<c2< } } } <cd+1 are nonnegative integers, there are arbitrarily
large integers belonging to more than one of the sets ci+A0, 1id+1. Hence
no almost disjoint decomposition of B contains more than d terms. We now claim
that all nonredundant decompositions of B with at most d terms, if any exist, can
be constructed effectively and are finite in number. This is seen as follows. Suppose
c1+A0 _ c2+A0 _ } } } _ ck+A0=B (5)
is a nonredundant decomposition of B where 1kd and the ci s are nonnegative
integers with c1<c2< } } } <ck . First, c1 is necessarily the smallest element of B.
Denote B1=B&(c1+A0). If B1{< there are only finitely many possibilities for
c2 . Indeed, c2 is at most the smallest element of B1 . It follows similarly that there
are only finitely many possibilities for ci+1 given c1 , ..., ci for 1i<k. Our claim
follows because for any c1 , c2 , ..., ck we can check whether or not (5) holds.
Now the lemma follows because having constructed all nonredundant decom-
positions of B with at most d terms it only remains to check whether or not the
decompositions are disjoint (resp. almost disjoint). K
Lemma 9. If A is a syndetic n-recognizable set and B is an n-recognizable set,
there exists an effectively computable positive integer M such that if
c1+A0 _ c2+A0 _ } } } _ ck+A0=B (6)
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is a nonredundant decomposition of B which is not almost disjoint, then there exist
xM, 1i1<i2k and nonzero a1 , a2 # A such that
x=ci1+a1=ci2+a2 .
Proof. Suppose A0 is d-syndetic. Let Y1 be the set of all sequences (c1 , c2 , ..., ci),
1id, such that
c1+A0 _ c2+A0 _ } } } _ ci+A0=B
is a nonredundant decomposition of B which is not almost disjoint. Let Y2 be the
set of all sequences (c1 , c2 , ..., cd+1) such that c1<c2< } } } <cd+1 , (3) does not
hold for any sd,
c1+A0 _ c2+A0 _ } } } _ cd+1+A0B
and the set
B&(c1+A0 _ } } } _ cd+1+A0)
does not contain elements smaller than cd+1 . It is seen as in the proof
of Lemma 8 that Y1 and Y2 are finite sets which can be constructed
effectively.
Next, for each sequence (c1 , c2 , ..., cj) # Y1 _ Y2 choose a positive integer x such
that there exist 1 j1< j2 j and nonzero a1 , a2 # A such that
x=cj1+a1=cj2+a2 .
Furthermore, let M be the greatest of the chosen xs.
Now, suppose that (6) is a nonredundant decomposition of B which is not
almost disjoint and c1<c2< } } } <ck . Then either kd and (c1 , ..., ck) belongs to
Y1 or k>d and (c1 , ..., cd+1) belongs to Y2 . The lemma follows by our choice
of M. K
5. REPRESENTATION OF SYNDETIC NONRECOGNIZABLE SETS
In this section we prove the following results.
Theorem 10. Suppose A is a syndetic n-recognizable set which is not
recognizable. Then the bases of A having finite degree can be computed effectively.
Theorem 11. Suppose A is a syndetic n-recognizable set which is not
recognizable. Then Spec(A) can be computed effectively.
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Without loss of generality we assume that n is not a nontrivial power. Let
A=(Q, n, q0) be a finite deterministic automaton such that L(A)=&&1n (A). Let
f, N, and D be as in Section 3. Let
Qk=q0 nk, k1,
be the set of the states of A obtained by reading in the initial state q0 a word of
length k. The sequence (Qk)k1 is effectively ultimately periodic.
By Lemma 9 there exists an effectively computable integer M1 such that if q # Q
and
c1+A0 _ } } } _ cs+A0=&n (L(Aq)) (7)
is a nonredundant decomposition of &n (L(Aq)) which is not almost disjoint, then
there exist xM1 , 1i1<i2s and nonzero a1 , a2 # A such that
x=ci1+a1=ci2+a2 .
By Lemma 8 there exists an effectively computable integer M2 such that if q # Q and
(7) is an almost disjoint decomposition of &n (L(Aq)), then ciM2 for 1is.
Denote M=max[M1 , M2].
Now, suppose N # N is nonredundant and has base nk with nk>M. Denote
f (N )=(k, (,i)0i<nk). We claim that
(i) if each ,i , 0i<nk, is disjoint, N has degree 1,
(ii) if each , i , 0i<nk, is almost disjoint but not all , is are disjoint, N has
degree 2,
(iii) if at least one ,i , 0i<nk, is not almost disjoint, N has degree .
To prove (i) suppose
i+nkc1+nka1=i+nkc2+nka2
where 0i<nk and i+nkc1 and i+nkc2 are digits of N and a1 , a2 # A0. Then
c1+a1=c2+a2 .
Because ,i is disjoint this implies that c1=c2 and a1=a2 . Hence N has degree 1.
To prove (ii) suppose that ,i given by (7) is almost disjoint but not disjoint.
Suppose
c1+a=c2 ,
say, where a # A is nonzero. Now the equation
i+nkc1+nka=i+nkc2
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shows that the degree of N is at least two. To see that the degree of N is not larger,
suppose i is an arbitrary integer satisfying 0i<nk and , i is the decomposition
given in (7). If the degree of N is larger than two, there exists an integer having
three representations not all with the same last digit. Suppose
x=i+nkc i1+n
ka1=i+nkci2+n
ka2=i+nkci3+n
ka3 ,
where a1 , a2 , a3 # A0, 1i1 , i2 , i3s and i1{i2 . Because ,i is almost disjoint, the
equation
ci1+a1=ci2+a2=ci3+a3
implies that a2=a3=0, say. Furthermore, a1 is smaller than the base of N. Hence
x does not have three representations.
To prove (iii) suppose that the decomposition ,i given in (7) is not almost dis-
joint. Suppose
c1+a1=c2+a2 ,
say, where a1 , a2 # A are nonzero and c1+a1M. Hence a1 , a2 are digits of N.
Therefore
x=i+nkc1+nka1
has two representations of the same length. This implies that N has degree  (see
Honkala [9]).
Now we see that all bases of finite degree of A larger than M can be computed
effectively. Indeed, by Theorem 1, every base of A is a power of n. Furthermore,
nk>M is a base of finite degree of A if and only if for each state q # Qk the set
&n (L(Aq)) has an almost disjoint decomposition. This condition is decidable by
Lemma 8. Because the sequence (Qk)k1 is ultimately periodic, the set of k with
nk>M such that nk is a base of finite degree of A is an effectively computable
ultimately periodic set.
To conclude the proof of Theorem 10 we have to decide whether or not nk is a
base of finite degree of A if nkM. This decision can be made by the next three
lemmas.
Lemma 12. Suppose N=(m, u1 , ..., uv) is a number system. If v>m the degree of
N is .
Proof. See Honkala [9]. K
Lemma 13. The degree of ambiguity of a given number system can be computed
effectively.
Proof. See Honkala [9]. K
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Lemma 14. Suppose A is an n-recognizable set and k1. All the finitely many
nonredundant (if any) number systems N representing A with base nk and at most nk
digits can be constructed effectively.
Proof. Let f and D be as in Section 3. To prove the claim it suffices to show
that all nonredundant elements (k, (,i)0i<nk) # D where each ,i has at most nk
terms can be constructed effectively. This follows by the proof of Lemma 8. K
It is not difficult to see that also Theorem 11 follows by the discussion above.
6. REPRESENTATION OF NONSYNDETIC SETS
If A is an n-recognizable nonsyndetic set, A has by Theorem 3 at most one
base. To prove the following results it is necessary to show that this base can be
found effectively if it exists and has finite degree.
Theorem 15. Suppose A is a nonsyndetic n-recognizable set. Then the bases of A
having finite degree can be computed effectively.
Theorem 16. Suppose A is a nonsyndetic n-recognizable set. Then Spec(A) can
be computed effectively.
Without loss of generality we assume that n is not a nontrivial power. Let
A=(Q, n, q0) be a finite deterministic automaton such that L(A)=& &1n (A).
Denote
Qk=q0 nk
for k1, and choose k0 , k11 such that
Qk0=Qk0+k1 .
By the results of Section 3, nk0 is a base of A if and only if nk0+k1 is a base of A.
It follows that A does not have bases nk with kk0 . Now Theorems 15 and 16
follow by Lemmas 1214.
7. REPRESENTATION OF RECOGNIZABLE SETS
In this section we establish results similar to Theorems 10 and 11 for
recognizable sets.
Theorem 17. Suppose A is a recognizable set. Then the bases of A having finite
degree can be computed effectively.
Theorem 18. Suppose A is a recognizable set. Then Spec(A) can be computed
effectively.
The results of Sections 3 and 4 are applicable also for recognizable sets, but now
we have to deal with the additional complication that the bases of a recognizable
set are not necessarily powers of a single integer. This complication is compensated
by the simple structure of A.
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Suppose A is an infinite recognizable set with 0  A and choose an integer m1
such that for every i, 0<im, if A & (i+mN) contains integers larger than m,
either
A & (i+mN)=i+mN
or
A & (i+mN)=i+m+mN.
For 0<im, call the set i+mN an m-class. For convenience, [0] is also con-
sidered to be an m-class. Let U be the set of unions of m-classes. Clearly, U is a
finite set of n-recognizable sets for any n2. By Lemma 8 all almost disjoint
decompositions of the elements of U can be constructed effectively. Let M1 be a
constant such that if L # U and
c1+A0 _ } } } _ cs+A0=L (8)
is an almost disjoint decomposition of L, then cjM1 for 1 js. By Lemma 9
there exists a constant M2 such that if L # U and (8) is a nonredundant decomposi-
tion of L which is not almost disjoint then there exist xM2 , 1 j1< j2s and
nonzero a1 , a2 # A such that
x=cj1+a1=cj2+a2 .
Let M=max[2m, M1 , M2].
Now, by Lemmas 1214 we can effectively construct all nonredundant number
systems with finite degree representing A and having base at most M.
Simultaneously, we get the contribution of these systems to Spec(A).
Next, fix an integer i, 0i<m, and suppose that n#i (mod m) and n>M. Let
A=(Q, n, q0) be a finite deterministic automaton such that L(A)=& &1n (A). Con-
sider the set
B=[&n (L(Aq0x))|x # n].
Because &n (L(Aq0x))=[ y|x+ny # A] is a union of m-classes, BU. Moreover, B
is the same set for all n satisfying n#i (mod m) and n>M. As in Section 5 we see
that
(i) if each element of B has a disjoint decomposition, there is a number
system N with degree 1 and base n such that A=S(N ),
(ii) if each element of B has an almost disjoint decomposition at least one
of which is not disjoint, there exists a number system N with degree 2 and base n
such that A=S(N )
(iii) if some element of B does not have an almost disjoint decomposition, n
is not a base of finite degree of A.
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It follows that we can decide whether or not integers n satisfying n#i (mod m) and
n>M are bases of finite degree of A and can compute the contribution of the
associated number systems to Spec(A).
This concludes the proofs of Theorems 17 and 18.
8. MAIN RESULTS
Theorems 4, 1011, 1518, and Lemma 5 imply the following results.
Theorem 19. If A is an n-recognizable set the bases of finite degree of A can be
computed effectively.
Theorem 20. If A is an n-recognizable set, Spec(A) can be computed effectively.
We state explicitly two consequences of these results.
Theorem 21. If A is an n-recognizable set, it is decidable whether or not A has
an unambiguous base.
Proof. By Theorem 20 we can check whether or not 1 # Spec(A). K
Theorem 22. If N is a number system, the degree of S(N ) can be computed
effectively.
Proof. By Theorem 20, Spec(S(N )) can be computed effectively. If Spec(S(N ))
=<, the degree of S(N ) is . Otherwise, the degree of S(N ) equals the smallest
element in Spec(S(N )). K
Example 1. Let n and p be positive integers such that p>7n. Define the num-
ber system N by
N=(2p, 1, 3, 5, ..., 2n&3, 2n&1, 6n&1, 2n&3+(2n&1) } 2p,
2n&5+(2n&3) } 2p+(2n&1) } (2p)2, ...,
1+3 } 2p+5 } (2p)2+...+(2n&1) } (2p)n&1).
It is proved in Honkala [9] that Spec(S(N ))=[n]. Hence, all degrees of ambiguity
do exist.
To conclude we mention the following two open problems:
(i) Is it decidable whether or not a given n-recognizable set is representable
by a number system?
(ii) What sets equal Spec(A) for some A?
Problem (i) was posed in Culik II and Salomaa [4]. Our last result gives a par-
tial answer to problem (ii).
Theorem 23. If A is an n-recognizable set, Spec(A) is a finite set.
Proof. The claim follows by the results of Sections 5-7. Essentially, the systems
with large bases have degree 1,2 or , and for a small m there exists only finitely
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many nonredundant systems N with finite degree such that A=S(N ) and the base
of N equals m. K
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